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Abstract—While a number of modeling languages for construct-
ing multiagent systems (MASs) have been suggested, none of them
is widely accepted and used. A prominent reason for this is the gap
that exists between agent-oriented modeling languages and the
agent-based system modeling needs, including accessibility, flexi-
bility, and expressiveness. This paper addresses the need for such a
language by proposing object-process methodology (OPM)/MAS,
an agent modeling language (AML) that extends OPM with an in-
termediate metamodel of the MAS domain. Three case studies and
a comparison to contemporary AMLs demonstrate the novelty and
benefits of OPM/MAS.

Index Terms—Agent-based systems, agent-oriented software en-
gineering (AOSE), modeling language, multiagent systems (MASs).

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past decade, researchers and practitioners have
recognized the advantages of applying the agent paradigm

to system development. Yet, the number of deployed commer-
cial agent-based applications is rather small. One of the reasons
for this slow technology transfer is the lack of agreement on what
a modeling language for agent-based applications should look
like [33], [36], [68]. The software engineering (SE) research
community widely agrees that a suitable modeling language is
an essential element of systems development. The language pro-
vides the basis for specifying the desired system. If this language
is not too technical, it can facilitate communication between
system developers and business customers, and provide a ba-
sis for high-quality documentation. Recognizing these benefits,
many MAS1 development methodologies (including methods
and modeling languages) that follow SE principles have been
developed, including ADELFE [4], ADEPT [35], AUML [2],
CAMLE [50], DESIRE [5], FAF [18], Gaia [67], INGENIAS
[30], [45], [46], MAS-CommonKADS [34], MaSE [15]–[17],
[51], MESSAGE [7], Prometheus [65], and TROPOS [6], [8].

Despite the proliferation of MAS modeling languages, none
of them has been widely adopted by the potential user com-
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munity. Studies that examined and compared the properties of
existing modeling languages [3], [32], [52], [58] have suggested
that none of these languages is fully suitable for the development
of MAS. Although these methods are based on solid logical and
agent-oriented foundations, their support for important software
engineering characteristics of modeling languages, notably ac-
cessibility, expressiveness, and flexibility, is not sufficient [52].
Additionally, models generated by existing methods do not ful-
fill the requirements of platforms available for MAS implemen-
tation [63]. These deficiencies have had an adverse effect on
industry acceptance and adoption of agent technology [66].

To gain better understanding of these deficiencies, we hereby
revisit common definitions of the accessibility, expressiveness,
and flexibility properties in the context of SE methodologies.
The accessibility property, also known as ease of encoding,
refers to the ease, or simplicity, of understanding and using
a modeling language [54]. The expressiveness property, also
known as expressive adequacy, refers to the capability of the
modeling language to present system concepts at various ab-
straction levels and with various system aspects, notably struc-
ture, behavior, and interaction [54]. The flexibility property
refers to the ability to change or adjust the modeling language
according to the organization or designer’s needs. Since there
is practically little agreement across methods and languages
on the concepts formalizing MAS, developers using them may
need to specify various sets of these concepts. Hence, method
and language flexibility are needed. Clearly, limited support of
these three properties has an adverse effect on the usability and
acceptance of a software engineering method and a modeling
language associated with it.

Studying the domain of MAS, we are specifically interested
in properties of agent-oriented modeling languages. In this do-
main, accessibility of existing modeling languages is limited, as
these languages are complex, they consist of multiple views, and
lack complexity mechanisms for managing the models. The ex-
pressiveness of these modeling languages is sometimes limited
too, since they focus on fulfilling agent-based systems func-
tions, such as knowledge management, often at the expense of
appropriate catering to other SE needs. In other cases, agent-
modeling languages lack sufficient expressiveness to specify
implementation details. The flexibility of contemporary agent
modeling languages (AMLs) is also limited. In particular, many
of them have rigid metamodels, which cannot be changed by
potential users. As a consequence, users often define their own
methodologies and modeling languages instead of reusing ex-
isting ones [12].

To address the limited support of some SE properties by
MAS modeling languages, one may opt for one of three major
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approaches: 1) develop a new MAS modeling language that
overcomes the limitations of existing ones, 2) unify existing
methods, or 3) adapt an existing systems modeling language
for MAS. Developing a new MAS modeling language from
scratch requires extensive validation efforts. Unifying existing
methods allows agent-based system designers to construct their
own methodology [3], [11], [12]. Method unification has some
weaknesses, as modeling languages are difficult to integrate
and glue [44]. In view of this, we have followed the path of
adapting an existing general-purpose modeling language to the
specific needs of modeling MAS. By utilizing an existing lan-
guage, one can capitalize on proven advantages of the adopted
language and significantly reduce the effort required for de-
veloping a new language. However, one should bear in mind
that this might introduce some new problems into the modified
language.

Next, we explain the selection of the modeling language
that serves as the basis upon which our new MAS modeling
language is constructed. Current general-purpose MAS mod-
eling languages can be classified by their modeling approach
into two classes: knowledge engineering-oriented languages
and software engineering-oriented languages [33]. Knowl-
edge engineering-oriented languages emphasize the specifica-
tion of knowledge acquisition and reasoning, whereas software
engineering-oriented languages focus on the specification of the
system structure and behavior, taking into consideration aspects
such as reusability and maintenance. Knowledge engineering-
based agent-oriented modeling languages suffer from weak-
nesses in modeling and in supporting reuse. These languages
also exhibit limited accessibility and expressiveness [52]. These
weaknesses suggest that one should not select a knowledge engi-
neering based agent-oriented modeling language as the basis for
developing a general-purpose MAS modeling language, since
with this type of language as a starting point, addressing the
particular software engineering aspects of interest might be too
difficult. In contrast, software engineering agent-oriented mod-
eling languages do provide agent-oriented abstractions using
object-oriented concepts, which support the notions of model-
ing and reuse.

Initial attempts at building agent-oriented languages based
on object-oriented concepts have indeed considered an exist-
ing object-oriented language—the unified modeling language
(UML) [43]. Apparently, UML is a leading candidate for be-
coming a basis for an MAS development modeling language.
While UML has been adopted as a basis for AUML [2], it com-
bines a rather large number of diagram types [53], introducing
a high level of complexity. As a result, using it as a basis for an
MAS modeling language would leave some of the aforemen-
tioned problems unresolved. Moreover, as discussed in [29], the
consistency and integrity of UML are questionable. Whereas
AUML enhances the expressiveness of UML for specifying
MAS, it does not address the accessibility aspect, namely the
ease of constructing models and understanding existing ones.2

2One may claim the UML has become the standard de facto modeling lan-
guage. However, the main use of UML is attributed to the use of its class
diagram [19].

There are other suggestions for MAS specification languages,
such as by Whitestein Technologies [9] and CAMLE [50]. How-
ever, due to similar reasons, these languages exhibit limitations
that are not unlike those introduced by AUML. For example,
while CAMLE, which consists of multiple views, provides for
consistency checking, it suffers from problems similar to those
of UML and its variants.

With these limitations in mind, we have examined object-
process methodology (OPM) [20] as a basis for an alternative
MAS modeling language. OPM is an integrated approach to
the study and development of software systems and systems in
general. Using a single graphical model and a corresponding,
automatically generated textual specification, OPM unifies the
system’s function, structure, and behavior within one frame of
reference that is expressed both diagrammatically and by a sub-
set of English. A features-based evaluation of OPM [56] has
shown that OPM is well suited for developing MAS applica-
tions. At least with respect to accessibility and expressiveness,
which are the two major aspects the proposed modeling lan-
guage aims to address, using OPM has gained better results
than using the object-oriented paradigm [47], [49]. Another im-
portant feature of OPM is that it treats processes and objects on
equal footing, eliminating the object-oriented supremacy of ob-
jects over processes. This is an essential requirement in the area
of agent-based systems, as agents are behavioral entities. We
do not claim that OPM is superior to UML. Rather, we present
it as an alternative due to its novel notion of weaving the sys-
tem structure and behavior. This combination has been proven
experimentally to be helpful in constructing and understanding
system specification [47].

Compared with object-oriented approaches, OPM is highly
usable. However, due to its generic nature, expressing building
blocks of a specific domain, such as MAS, may prove to be te-
dious. Additionally, such specifications may be inconsistent over
time or across different developing communities. To overcome
these limitations, this paper extends OPM by adding an inter-
mediate layer, in which semantics is clearly defined in terms
of guidelines and constraints, allowing for MAS components
to follow common modeling practices. This extension, called
OPM/MAS, comprises a set of predefined building blocks that
capitalize on the conciseness and expressiveness of OPM [59].
This paper presents OPM/MAS, demonstrates its application,
and evaluates it.

The major advantage of OPM/MAS is its semiformal yet intu-
itive single model approach. Expressed in graphic and equivalent
natural language text, OPM/MAS overcomes accessibility and
expressiveness limitations that characterize other MAS model-
ing languages, as we demonstrate in the sequel. The layered
approach presented in this paper enables users to define their
own building blocks. This is akin to changing the metamodel
in a seamless manner, which increases the modeling language
flexibility.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, a set of MAS building blocks that enable the specification
of agent-based system is introduced and defined. Section III
presents OPM, and Section IV describes the MAS extension
of OPM. Section V demonstrates the use of OPM/MAS for
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specifying three MASs, representing various aspects of MAS.
In Section VI, we evaluate the proposed modeling language, and
Section VII summarizes and concludes this work.

II. MAS BUILDING BLOCKS

Although the research field of agent-oriented software engi-
neering (AOSE) has been active for well over a decade, there
is no definition of or agreement on the set of standard ele-
ments within a language that are essential for constructing MAS.
Early attempts to construct a unified metamodel for agent-
oriented systems that relies upon building blocks [11] were
made by groups within FIPA [26] via the Methodology Tech-
nical Committee and Modeling Technical Committee, and by
AgentLink [1] via the AOSE Technical Forum Group. The ob-
jectives in both cases were to establish a standard set of building
blocks that would enhance coherence among agent-based sys-
tems and foster cross fertilization among agent-based systems
developers and researchers.

The set of MAS building blocks presented in this paper is
one of several possible building blocks sets. It reflects insights
from agent systems, methodologies, and architectures. This is a
set of building blocks that are designed for the construction of
general-purpose MASs, but they are not intended to cover all
the aspects of agent-based system. The MAS building blocks
are listed in the following along with their definitions. In many
cases, the definition relies on prior definitions accepted in the
MAS domain.

1) Object: A data container [41].
2) Agent: A computer program that is capable of performing

a set of tasks and providing a set of services. Specifically,
an agent can accept tasks, figure out which actions to
execute in order to perform these tasks, and perform these
actions without supervision [40].

3) Environment: The (logical) world in which agents operate
[27].

4) Message: A means of exchanging objects between agents,
which refers to the following attributes [25]:

a) communication act: a specification of the perfor-
mative of a message;

b) agent name: a specification of the sender or as a
receiver agent.

5) Task: A piece of work to be performed subject to con-
straints, which can be assigned to an agent or performed
by it via a role (defined shortly) [40].

6) Role: An abstract representation, encapsulating a set of
tasks, of an agent’s function or identification within a
group of agents [40].

7) Protocol: An ordered set of messages that together define
the admissible patterns of a particular type of interaction
between agents or roles.

8) Mobilizing: A process for supporting mobility [24], [51],
which includes the following attributes:

a) type: the mobilizing method (migration, cloning, or
invocation);

b) location: the location to which the agent should
migrate;

c) priority: the importance level of the mobilization.
This attribute is useful for prioritizing locations in
case the agent can move to more than one location;

d) result: the outcome of the mobilizing process.
9) Platform: A physical computational node that can execute

(run) an agent.
10) Organization: A group of agents playing various roles and

working together to achieve a common purpose [40].
11) Society: A collection of individual agents and organiza-

tions that collaborate to promote their own interests [36].
12) User: An intelligent being (usually a human) in the envi-

ronment that interacts with one or more agents.
As noted, the aforementioned list is not a complete or ex-

haustive set of the MAS building blocks. Rather, it demonstrates
the ability of the proposed modeling language to model MAS.
However, our comprehensive review has indicated that this set
of building blocks includes the elements that are needed for
practical implementations. This finding is in line with the recent
conclusions of the AOSE Technical Forum Group (AOSE TFG)
with respect to a unified MAS metamodel [12].

III. OBJECT-PROCESS METHODOLOGY

OPM [20] is an integrated approach to the study and de-
velopment of systems in general and software systems in par-
ticular. The basic premise of OPM is that objects and pro-
cesses are two types of equally important classes of things,
which together describe the function, structure, and behavior of
systems in a single framework in virtually any domain. OPM
unifies the system lifecycle stages—specification, design, and
implementation—within one frame of reference, using a single
diagramming tool—a set of object-process diagrams (OPDs)
and a corresponding subset of English, called object-process
language (OPL) that is intelligible to domain experts and non-
technical executives who are usually not familiar with system
modeling languages.

Figs. 1–4 specify the OPM graphical symbols—entities,
structural relations, and procedural links, respectively. In OPM,
an object or a process class can be either systemic (internal) or
environmental (external to the system). In addition, it can be
either physical or informatical (logical). An object class can be
at one of several states, which are possible internal status val-
ues of the class objects. At any point in time, each object is at
some state, and an object is transformed (generated, consumed,
or changes its state) through the occurrence of a process. A
process can affect (change the state of) an environmental or a
physical device, or the state or value of a specific attribute of
an object class (rather than the state of the entire class, as in
object-oriented modeling languages).

Unlike the object-oriented approach, behavior in OPM is not
necessarily encapsulated as an operation (or method) within a
particular object class. Allowing the concept of a stand-alone
process, one can model behavior that involves several object
classes that are enabled and/or are transformed by the process
class. Processes can be connected to the involved object classes
through procedural links, which are classified into three groups:
enabling links, transformation links, and control links. OPM also
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Fig. 1. OPM entities.

supports the definition of multiple scenarios that use the same
entities (processes or stateful objects). This is done by labeling
paths over procedural links, which remove the ambiguity arising
from multiple outgoing/incoming procedural links.

OPM’s built-in refinement/abstraction mechanisms, unfold-
ing/folding and in-zooming/out-zooming, help in managing
system complexity. Unfolding/folding is applied by default
to objects for detailing/hiding their structural components
(parts, specializations, features, or instances). In-zooming/out-
zooming is applied by default to processes for exposing/hiding
their subprocess components and details of the process execu-
tion. The time line inside an in-zoomed process is from top to
bottom, therefore, the execution order of the subprocesses within
an in-zoomed process is determined by their top to bottom order
of their graphical layout position. A third scaling mechanism,
state expression/suppression, provides for showing or hiding the
states of an object class. These OPM’s scaling mechanisms fa-
cilitate managing the complexity of a system model by focusing
on a particular subset of things (objects and/or processes), elab-
orating on the details of each entity by refining it to any desired
level of detail while keeping track of the “big picture.”

The ability to use a single OPM model for specifying the
important system aspects—function, structure, and behavior—
prevents compatibility and integration problems among differ-
ent diagram types by avoiding the model multiplicity prob-
lem [37], [47]. In summary, the OPM framework expressed
visually by the OPD set and textually by the equivalent OPL
paragraph set, provides the ability to grasp the entire system
by its various stakeholders through the visual language, which
is useful primarily for system architects and developers, and
corresponding to textual language, which is useful for domain

Fig. 2. Structural links and complexity management.

experts. Following this idea, for the sake of clarity, in this paper,
the OPM specification is presented using both presentations—
OPD and OPL. A comprehensive specification of OPM is pro-
vided in [20] and [48].

The OPD set is a scheme of the entire system or application,
where each object and process represents a class rather than
an instance. In case there is a need to refer to instances, OPM
provides a special notation, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Enabling and transforming procedural links.

IV. OPM/MAS: AN MAS EXTENSION OF OPM

As discussed earlier, our extension of OPM has been devel-
oped to overcome limitations of current agent-oriented modeling
languages, in particular the flexibility aspect. OPM was elected
as the basis for OPM/MAS because of its recognized expres-
siveness and accessibility [47]. Since OPM is a general-purpose
modeling language, using exclusively its low-level core symbol
set may be too tedious for modeling a domain-specific applica-
tion, such as MAS. This is so because any specific domain, with
MAS being no exception, uses specialized concepts and build-
ing blocks that are at a higher level of abstraction than stateful
objects and processes, the basic OPM entities.

Following the idea of metamodel layers, such as the meta
object facility (MOF) [42], OPM/MAS is defined over the fol-
lowing four layers: 1) M2: the metamodel, which is OPM in
its generic vanilla form; 2) M1.5: the intermediate metamodel,
which describes the specific building blocks within the MAS
domain using OPM; 3) M1: the model, which follows the rules
specified within the metamodels (from M1.5 and M2); and
4) M0: the application, which is an implementation of the M1
model. The architecture of OPM/MAS is somewhat different
than the “classical” metamodel approach, as it does not use
different levels of abstraction among M1, M1.5, and M2 lay-
ers. Specifically, in OPM/MAS, elements from M2 and M1.5
may appear in M1. This provides for keeping the modeling task

Fig. 4. Event, condition, and invocation procedural links.

similar across the intermediate metamodel layer and the model
layer. We anticipate users of OPM/MAS to operate at both lay-
ers. M1.5 will be used to define the required agent notions,
building blocks, notations, and the relationships among them,
while M1 will serve to model the system using the elements de-
fined in M1.5 (and in M2, especially the relationships specified
in OPM). Similarity in modeling across the layers reduces the
“impedance mismatch,” which arises from ambiguous, poorly
defined translations between the two levels of abstraction [23].
In particular, OPM/MAS utilizes the layers M2 and M1.5 as
guidelines for developing an MAS and for validating the appli-
cation model in layer M1. The constraints defined within these
two layers can be enforced on a specification at the M1 layer.
In particular, OPM/MAS aims at modeling the MAS domain
as a regular OPM application. As we use the same modeling
language for both the domain and the application models, no
mental transformation is required while moving between the
intermediate metamodel and the application model. This paper
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focuses on modeling within the M1.5 and M1 layers and on how
to traverse them.

The OPM support for a multilayered approach is enabled
by two additional properties with which the OPM metamodel
was extended: a multiplicity indicator and a classifier, which
are similar to stereotypes in UML. The multiplicity indicator,
defined and used within the M1.5 layer, states the number of
elements that can appear within an application model. The clas-
sifier of a thing states the function of the OPM element. The
classifier is used within the M1 layer in the application model,
associating application elements with their corresponding agent-
based system model elements, which appear in the M1.5 layer.
The multiplicity indicator and classifier properties are attached
to the thing (object or process) class within the OPM meta-
model [48]. The model residing in the intermediate metamodel
layer (M1.5) describes the abstract syntax of the MAS model.
It also describes the semantics of the MAS modeling language
inheriting the OPM semantics, such as the execution order of
processes.

Based on the clear distinction of OPM between objects and
processes, which complement each other in modeling any sys-
tem, the set of MAS building blocks and their attributes, pre-
sented in Section II, was divided into two groups. The first
group contains structural, declarative building blocks and at-
tributes, whereas the second group contains building blocks and
characteristics with behavioral, dynamic nature. The building
blocks in the first group are modeled as OPM objects. These
include organization, society, platform, role, user, protocol, en-
vironment, message, agent name, communication act, mobility
type, mobility location, mobility priority, and mobility result.
The building blocks in the second, behavioral, dynamic group,
which include agent, task, messaging, and mobilizing, are mod-
eled as OPM processes. Transformation of objects can be carried
out by agents, tasks, messaging, or mobilizing. Therefore, the
latter are classified as OPM processes. As noted, the model
elements in both M1.5 and M1 layers refer to classes, not to
instances. Note that, we do not imply that the set defined ear-
lier is the ultimate set of building blocks for MAS applications.
Rather, it demonstrates the way according to which we devel-
oped it and the considerations and constraints we have taken in
account, which can be reused as a reasonable mechanism for
specifying such a set.

Having introduced the general architecture of OPM/MAS, we
next describe the intermediate metamodel of OPM/MAS, which
enables specifying the building block to be used in MAS appli-
cations. The OPM/MAS specification employs the OPM mod-
eling language syntax and semantics and the building blocks
defined in Section II. We emphasize that modeling at this inter-
mediate metamodel level should be done by MAS experts, who
are familiar with the MAS infrastructure and technology within
an organization and can map the model elements to implemen-
tation artifacts. The developers of MAS applications can then
use this metamodel for designing and modeling actual MAS
applications.

Fig. 5 is the system diagram (SD)—the top level OPM inter-
mediate metamodel for MAS. This metamodel defines the rela-
tionships between the different MAS building blocks both struc-

Fig. 5. System diagram and the corresponding OPL paragraph of the
OPM/MAS metamodel at the intermediate (M1.5) level.

turally and behaviorally. For example, an Organization consists
of Roles and exhibits Agents. A Society exhibits Organizations
and Agents. Note that the “m” symbol, which appears in each
of the OPM elements, is the multiplicity indicator, indicating
here zero or more. Further explanations, similar to the explana-
tions provided regarding the Organization and Society objects
are provided by the associated OPL script in Fig. 5.

In the OPD in Fig. 6 Agent is in-zoomed and, as in any
OPM model, this is specified both graphically and textually. For
example, an Agent consists of Task, Messaging, and Mobilizing
processes, and it exhibits (optionally many) Objects, Mobility
Locations, Mobility Priorities, Mobility Results, Mobility Types,
Agent Names, and Communication Acts. Note that, the agent
characteristics and parts are not identical in the OPDs of Figs. 5
and 6. This is so because in order to keep each OPD simple, OPM
enables selective refinement of things. For example, in Fig. 5,
the Agent process does not appear to consist of a Messaging
process, while in Fig. 6 it does. The complete specification is
the union of details within the entire OPD set.

The multiplicity indicators that appear on the links (such
as “m” for many) denote the cardinality of the relationships
between the building blocks. A value of the multiplicity on
either side of a link can be one of the following: zero or one
(0. .1), exactly one (the default, no symbol), at least one (1. .m),
many (m), or any user-defined range. For instance, a Task can
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Fig. 6. OPM/MAS intermediate metamodel—agent in-zoomed (M1.5).

Fig. 7. Protocol of the OPD in Fig. 6 unfolded.

interact with many Objects (or none) and an Object can interact
with at least one Task.

Since the notion of a protocol is essential in any agent-based
system, it is elaborated in Fig. 7 as an example of the OPM
model of a MAS building block in layer M1.5. In OPM/MAS,
a protocol is not restricted to some agent or role, but is rather
modeled as an independent part of the MAS. The OPD that
specifies the protocol in Fig. 7 includes the protocol itself (pos-
sibly as part of one or more other protocols, enabling protocol
nesting), message groups (which enable consolidation of sev-
eral messages), and communication acts, which can be related
to each other, as well as to message groups.

Modeling MASs in M1.5 is a design choice. A designer may
choose to model the MAS domain differently based on her per-
spective over the MAS domain and incorporate, for example,

Fig. 8. Fruit market system—system diagram.

the belief, desire, and intention (BDI) notion. This exemplifies a
major advantage of OPM/MAS: it enables flexibility in defining
the basic notions and elements of the MAS domain. The meta-
model at the intermediate M1.5 level presented in Figs. 5–7 will
be followed throughout the paper.

The next layer, M1, is the model layer. Whereas the inter-
mediate metamodel layer M1.5 defines the constructs used in
modeling the MAS domain, the model layer M1 is where a
specific MAS is modeled. That MAS model is restricted by
the rules defined within the OPM metamodel (in the language
layer) and the OPM-based intermediate metamodel of MAS.
The intermediate metamodel (from M1.5), then, serves two re-
lated purposes. One purpose is to define the building blocks or
components of agent-based systems. This enhances the use of
the MAS building blocks and eliminates the need to reinvent
them from scratch for each system. The other purpose of the
intermediate metamodel is to enforce correct usage of the MAS
building blocks and the relationships among them.

The linkage between a thing (object or process) in the meta-
model and its “incarnation” in the model is done via the classifier
property, the name of the thing from the intermediate metamodel
recorded in the upper left corner of the object’s box or process’
ellipse in the model. For example, OrchardBot in Fig. 8 is clas-
sified as an agent.
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V. OPM/MAS MODELING DEMONSTRATED

In this section, we demonstrate the use of OPM/MAS inter-
mediate metamodel within the application models through three
case studies. The first case study—the Fruit Market—concerns
a supply chain process in a merchandise market; it makes use of
the core elements of OPM/MAS and demonstrates the relation-
ship between the MAS intermediate metamodel and the model.
The second case study—the Contractor Market—models a con-
tractors’ network and demonstrates the communication aspects
within a MAS. Finally, the third case study—the Technical Re-
port Searcher—models a report search system and demonstrates
the capabilities of OPM/MAS in modeling mobility aspects.

A. Fruit Market: Linking the Model and Metamodel Levels

The Fruit Market case study exemplifies the use of the MAS
intermediate metamodel and demonstrates the core concepts of
OPM/MAS and the benefit of its single, unified model. The
Fruit Market is a marketplace application whose objective is to
enable the market participants to electronically trade fruits over
a network via agents as part of a supply chain process [10].
The Fruit Market consists of a market manager, an orchard
owner, a fruit producer, and a supermarket chain, all interested in
selling their products at the best possible price using an auction
mechanism.

The specification of the fruit market system is based on the
MAS intermediate metamodel. As noted, the classifiers recorded
at the top-left corner of things (objects or processes) provide the
links between the intermediate metamodel and the application
model. For example, the object Functional Host in Fig. 8 has
the Platform classifier, which means that Functional Host in the
model corresponds to a Platform in the intermediate metamodel,
and therefore, it must follow the rules, expressed as patterns of
links, determined for Platform in the intermediate metamodel
in Fig. 5.

The OPM/MAS model in Fig. 8 demonstrates the dual pur-
pose of the intermediate metamodel. One is the provisioning of
guidelines for how to model an agent-based system and the other
is the validation of the resulting artifacts against the intermediate
metamodel. These guidelines prevent a designer of a new agent-
based application from “reinventing the wheel” and instead use
predefined building blocks from the intermediate metamodel
and relationships among them. Validation is to be carried out
after specifying the system-to-be; the application model can
be validated against the intermediate metamodel. For example,
the Fruit Market organization consists of the Trader, Manager,
and Organizer roles. This is in line with the OPM/MAS in-
termediate metamodel in M1.5, which specifies in Fig. 5 that
Organization consists of at least one Role. Furthermore, the
Fruit Market, classified as Organization, exhibits the agents
OrchardBot, SupplyBot, ShopBot, and Broker. This too con-
forms to the OPM/MAS intermediate metamodel, which speci-
fies that Organization exhibits at least one Agent.

The system architecture is comprised of two hosts, Functional
Host and Technical Host, which are modeled in M1 (see Fig. 8)
as Platform. The metamodel stipulates that Platform optionally
exhibits many Agents. Indeed, the Functional Host, which is a

Fig. 9. Fruit market system—trader role unfolded.

Platform, exhibits three Agents, while the Technical Host, which
is another Platform, exhibits one Agent.

In the OPD in Fig. 9, the Trader Role is unfolded, exposing
four tasks. One of them, the Buying Task, zooms into three lower-
level tasks: Waiting, Needs Analyzing, and Bidding. As in any
OPD, the execution order of these three tasks is determined by
their position along the vertical axis, with time flowing from top
to bottom. Hence Waiting is executed first, followed by Needs
Analyzing, and finally by Bidding. In this case, a new instance
of the Buying Task is triggered in case Buying Need results with
the state of nonexistent. This is specified using the event link
of OPM, which can be used to specify iterations. An example
of iteration is presented in Section V-C within the Technical
Report Searcher case study (see e.g., Fig. 15).

B. Contractor Market: Modeling Communication Aspects

The Contractor Market is aimed at providing a framework for
creating subcontracting relationships. Contractors can search
for subcontractors that can perform specific tasks and make
their choices based on financial considerations. This case study
emphasizes modeling of communication aspects within an
MAS. The first step in modeling of communication aspects in
OPM/MAS is to specify the protocols, which determine com-
munication patterns.

The protocol model used here is FIPA’s Contract Net proto-
col [28]. The OPM/MAS model in Fig. 10 presents the order
of the message types, as determined by their vertical positions
and their dependencies: Call for Proposals (CFP) Communica-
tion Act, Proposal Message Group, Decision Message Group,
and Acknowledge Message Group. The dashed line within each
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Fig. 10. OPM/MAS model of the contract net protocol.

message group indicates a XOR relationship (of OPM) between
the communication acts in that message group, implying that
exactly one type of communication act can participate in an
instance of the protocol. The unidirectional structural relations
tagged follows between the Decision Message Group and the
Propose Communication Act and between the Acknowledge
Message Group and the Accept-Proposal Communication Act
indicate the dependencies within the protocol. For example, a
message from the Decision Message Group can participate in
an instance of the protocol only if it follows the Propose Com-
munication Act. In the case of Refuse Communication Act and
Reject-Proposal Communication Act, the protocol specifies that
the communication ends.

Modeling the protocol is the first stage in specifying the sys-
tem’s communication. In the next stage, a designer should fur-
ther weave the protocol into the agent behavioral specification.
As the intermediate OPM/MAS metamodel suggests, the mes-
sages are part of the system flow. Hence, when a (receive or
send) message is required, a messaging process is added to the
flow of the agent or the task.

Fig. 11 depicts the system diagram (top-level OPD) of the
Electronic Market—an MAS-based electronic market, which
manages interactions among contractors. Upon receiving a task
specification, a contractor looks for the appropriate agents and

Fig. 11. Electronic market multiagent system—system diagram.

sends them a CFP using FIPA’s Contract Net protocol depicted
in Fig. 10.

The system consists of three agents: Contractor, Provider,
and Market Manager, each residing on a different plat-
form. The Contractor and the Provider communicate via the
ContractNet Protocol, as indicated by the instrument links be-
tween ContractNet Protocol and each one of these two agents.

In Fig. 12, the Contractor Agent is in-zoomed, showing its
tasks as sub processes. These start with the Specification Task,
followed by messaging processes aimed at searching for possi-
ble subcontractors. Then, the Analysis Task, which is elaborated
in Fig. 13, takes place. Here, a specific agent is selected and
then the ContractNet protocol takes place, as specified in the
OPD of Fig. 10. Specifying the communication aspects within
the agent, each messaging process may be associated with an
incoming/outgoing message, a communication act, or a proto-
col. A protocol associated with a messaging process indicates
that the message must follow the protocol rules, i.e., the order
of messages that the protocol specifies.

In this case study, the same model is used for specifying the
protocols and other system aspects. The way according to which
the protocol is integrated into the system specification via the
messaging process is also demonstrated. This model enables
the designer to formally specify the communication aspects. As
in the previous examples, this formality allows the designer to
use the intermediate protocol metamodel for verification of the
correct usage of the protocol within the system model.

In modeling communication aspects, OPM’s expressiveness
is of the same strength as other modeling languages in terms
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Fig. 12. Contractor agent in-zoomed.

Fig. 13. Analysis task in-zoomed.

of message definition and protocol specification, However, the
way protocols are defined in OPM/MAS enables its use in vari-
ous agent–role combinations without the need to redefine them,
allowing for reusability, which is a problematic issue in most
MAS modeling languages. The single-view model also enables
weaving the protocol messages into the entire system specifica-
tion, providing for analysis of the agent behavior, a capability
that is limited or nonexistent in other MAS modeling languages.
OPM/MAS also provides a validation algorithm, which checks
whether the specification of the messages within the agent func-
tionality follows the relevant associated protocol. This issue
is not handled by other MAS modeling languages [57]. How-
ever, the definition of protocols might suffer from accessibil-
ity problems, especially when compared to similar definitions
performed using the AUML interaction diagram. That is, in
OPM/MAS it might be difficult to understand the message flow
of a specific interaction, as it focuses on the single agent’s be-
havior and not on the interaction.

C. Technical Report Searcher: Modeling Agent Mobility

As a final example, an application of OPM/MAS for modeling
mobile agents and distributed information retrieval via the tech-
nical report (TR) searcher case study [31] is presented. In this
case study, technical reports are distributed across several ma-
chines, each executing a stationary information retrieval agent.
When these agents are executed, they register with a virtual yel-
low pages agent. In search for technical reports, a client agent
queries the yellow pages agent for the location of the stationary
information retrieval agents. It then sends its “child” agents to
these locations. These child agents interact with the stationary
agents, which in turn reply to the child agents with the search
results. In addition, the client agent checks the network quality
and determines whether it requires migrating to a proxy site in
order to communicate with the machines hosting the stationary
agents. Fig. 14 presents the system diagram of the Technical Re-
port Searcher system. It consists of four platform types: Client
Platform, which hosts the TR Searching Agent; Administrator
Platform, which hosts the Yellow Pages Agent; the Information
Resource Platform, which hosts the Stationary Information Re-
trieval (IR) Agents; and the Proxy Platform, which is capable of
hosting the TR Searching Agent in the case of faulty communica-
tion between the Client Platform and the Information Resource
Platform. The OPD in Fig. 14 also describes the communication
paths, which are the logical routes among the agents, and the
messages.

In Fig. 15, the TR Searching Agent is in-zoomed. The agent
is activated by the Client User, as shown by the agent link from
the object Client User (a human) to the process TR Searching
Agent. The TR Searching Agent performs its tasks sequentially,
as determined by the vertical order within the OPD. The Query-
ing Task accepts the user’s input and yields a Query object.
The Administrating Task follows the Querying Task and yields
an object indicating whether mobility is required and an ob-
ject representing the required Agent Location. If mobility is
required, the Proxy Mobilizing process occurs and causes the
TR Searching Agent to migrate to the Proxy Platform. If the
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Fig. 14. Technical report searching system—system diagram.

Proxy Mobilizing process fails, then it is triggered again. This is
indicated by the “e,” for “event,” attached to the arrowhead of
the link connecting the failure state within the Mobility Result
object and the Proxy Mobilizing process. When the mobility
result is a success (or if it was not required in the first place), the
Searching Task is performed, followed by the Results Receiving
Task.

In Fig. 16, the Searching Task from the OPD of Fig. 15
is specified. It begins with the Agent Location Mapping Task,
which determines Mobility Location, in which the Child Agent
has to be invoked. This task is followed by launching the Child
Agent in the appropriate platform. In case the invocation fails,
the agent iteratively tries to relaunch the Child Agent until it
succeeds. When the Child Agent is running, the TR Searching
Agent sends a Request Query Message and waits for a reply.
Upon receiving the query results, Result Query Message, the
results received from its child agents contained in the message
are merged to obtain the Results Set, which the Client User
ultimately receives (see Fig. 15).

This case study demonstrates the use of OPM/MAS for spec-
ifying mobile agents and how agent migration and invocation
is modeled within the agent activity. Further discussion on the
OPM/MAS support for mobility aspects appears in [62].

VI. EVALUATING OPM/MAS

We have evaluated OPM/MAS using a variety of software
engineering evaluation methods. These include a feature anal-
ysis, a survey, an independent evaluation framework, and an
empirical comparison. In this section, we briefly present these

Fig. 15. Technical report searching system—TR searching agent in-zoomed.

evaluations and discuss them. The details of each evaluation
appear in other publications, as cited in the following.

A. Feature-Based Analysis

The feature-based analysis, we conducted, is based on an
evaluation framework we developed [58]. The framework ex-
amines aspects concerning the concepts and properties of the
method, the notation and modeling techniques provided by the
method, the development process supported by the method, and
the method pragmatics. Among other criteria, this framework in-
cludes accessibility and expressiveness. The feature-based anal-
ysis of OPM/MAS has established that OPM/MAS exhibits de-
sired traits expected from a “good” MAS modeling language.
OPM/MAS was found deficient with respect to the develop-
ment process, as it does not refer to the various stages within
it. However, this is a methodology aspect, not a language one.
Elaboration of that analysis can be found in [56] and [60].
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Fig. 16. Technical report searching system—searching task in-zoomed.

B. Survey

We have checked the level of understanding of various agent-
oriented methods by novices. Specifically, we surveyed their
rankings of properties, in particular agent-based system char-
acterization and software engineering properties of these meth-
ods. The survey was conducted as part of an AOSE course in
which students learned the notion of agent-based systems in
general and AOSE aspects in particular. OPM/MAS was one of
the methods that were evaluated. The responses indicated that
OPM/MAS supports agent-based system characterization to a
satisfactory level and that it supports software engineering prop-
erties to a good level. OPM/MAS ranked higher than, GAIA,
MaSE, and Tropos, which were also evaluated in that study.
However, the same study also evaluated OPM/MAS low in ad-
dressing communication aspects. Further details can be found
in [56].

C. Evaluation with an External Framework

We evaluated OPM/MAS with an objective evaluation frame-
work, described in [13], which examines five categories: 1) the
development process, 2) the models, 3) the supported concepts,
4) additional modeling features, and 5) the methodology doc-
umentation. We found that OPM/MAS addresses well most of
the framework criteria, but its documentation is insufficient with
respect to the development process. Yet, as OPM/MAS is based
on OPM, its underlying notation and semantics are described in
great detail and precision in [20]. Using this framework to com-
pare OPM/MAS with the aforementioned methodologies [14],
we found that OPM/MAS achieved better results. Further details
of this analysis can be found in [56].

D. Empirical Evaluation

To gain a quantitative empirical evaluation of OPM/MAS, we
conducted a controlled experiment that compared MaSE with
OPM/MAS. The experiment, which examined the comprehen-
sion and construction of models using these two methods, took
place as part of an examination in an agent-oriented software
engineering course. The students achieved similar results when
using both methods. Yet, some statistically significant differ-
ences were discovered. Specifically, OPM/MAS was found to
be more helpful than MaSE in understanding the entire system
and in specifying interactions with the environment. Details of
that study can be found in [61].

E. Additional Comparison

While various properties of modeling languages for MAS
were evaluated using the aforementioned tools, flexibility, which
is a major capability of OPM/MAS, did not receive adequate
attention. For the sake of comparing flexibility, we selected
a representative set of MAS modeling languages to be com-
pared with OPM/MAS, which included Gaia, MaSE, AUML,
and Prometheus. Three reasons accounted for selecting these
modeling languages: 1) they all originated from the software
engineering domain, 2) they are aimed at specifying general-
purpose agent-based systems, and 3) they cover the major mod-
eling terminology, notions, and notations within the area of
agent-oriented modeling languages. Other methodologies and
modeling languages adopt modeling aspects from these lan-
guages or deal with specific aspects of MAS.

AUML, Gaia, Prometheus, and MaSE lack with respect to
flexibility, as they each have their own rigid metamodel and
do not allow users to change it. Although, any metamodel can
be changed, these representative languages do not refer to such
change, as their entire development process relies on their fixed,
unchangeable metamodels. In OPM/MAS, an expert user can
change the intermediate level metamodel in order to incorporate
new agent-oriented building blocks or modify existing ones to
provide for a particular agent-oriented abstraction or usage. This
provides the modeler with the flexibility of tailoring an agent-
oriented modeling language while maintaining the formal base
definitions.
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With respect to flexibility, OPM/MAS is similar to
INGENIAS [30], [45], [46] in its metamodeling-based ap-
proach. The latter leverages on Message/UML [7] and adds
a process layer on top of the various metamodels to enable
their synchronization. Indeed INGENIAS provides rich means
for modeling MAS applications, yet it suffers from the model
multiplicity problem, as it uses several views. Although, the
developers of INGENIAS state that their metamodels can be
changed, they do not elaborate on this issue in their publica-
tions. In OPM/MAS, the metamodel can be changed within the
M1.5 layer. In INGENIAS, the metamodel is specified using
GOPRR [38] while the modeling is done using different nota-
tions. In OPM/MAS, the intermediate metamodel and the model
use the same OPM-based notation. Using the same language for
the metamodel and the model layers reduces the mental transfor-
mation efforts that users are required to exercise, increasing the
likelihood that the language will be usable and adopted by users.

Indeed, other modeling language types, including those for
modeling electronic institutions or BDIs, might be suitable for
various cases. For example, electronic institutions are suitable
when the organization aspect should be specified and elaborated.
The work of Islander [22] can be used for modeling systems
such as the market case studies presented in this paper. The BDI
notion has also been used in MASs for representing knowledge
and reasoning capabilities [39]. OPM/MAS can also be adapted
for that purpose. However, in this paper, we refer to the general
notion of MAS modeling language.

OPM/MAS has been successfully applied to specify a large-
scale MAS, including a personal itinerary planning system
whose goal was to assist a traveler in organizing her travel plans
and activities, and the Guardian Angel system, whose goal was
to improve the quality of healthcare services.3

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents OPM/MAS—an alternative modeling
language for MASs. The novelty of this MAS modeling lan-
guage is partially due to its three-layered approach. The three
layers are the base modeling language layer (which is OPM),
the intermediate metamodel layer, which defines the building
blocks of MAS and their semantics, and the model layer, in
which actual MAS are developed based on the two other layers.

In this paper, a set of core MAS concepts serves as a basis for
the intermediate metamodel level. As we have demonstrated,
this model can specify a wide range of MAS applications. Be-
cause of its OPM foundations, OPM/MAS exhibits enhanced
expressiveness and accessibility capabilities, which in turn fa-
cilitate its learning and usage. The three-layer approach pro-
vides OPM/MAS with the desired flexibility attribute, which is
achieved by supporting the ability to introduce changes into the
intermediate metamodel, while keeping the same base modeling
language.

While maintaining its flexibility, the current OPM/MAS spec-
ification, including the intermediate metamodel layer, addresses
many desirable aspects of MAS applications. However, it is

3The specification of the Guardian Angel system appears in [55].

cumbersome with respect to the communication view of an
MAS. This issue can be resolved in various ways. The first
is to use the views capability of OPM and its straightforward
implementation in OPCAT [21], the OPM integrated systems
engineering environment, in order to filter out elements that are
not directly related to the communication aspect, thus resulting
in a message flow specification that was obscured or not apparent
when the communication elements were integrated within the
system’s functional specification. The second solution (which
does not preclude the first one) involves taking advantage of the
simulation capability of OPM to track the message flow within
the modeled MAS. The third option of tackling limitations re-
lated to modeling the MAS communication aspects is to modify
the intermediate metamodel to better support this aspect. This
way, one can also support other combinations of MAS building
blocks, such as those required for BDI.

OPM/MAS, which follows the model-driven approach, has
been enhanced by transformation rules to JADE [64], providing
for OPM/MAS model continuity [56], so OPM/MAS models
can be further used for the implementation phase. We plan to
continuously evaluate OPM/MAS and augment OPCAT with
additional features to support OPM/MAS. At this stage, OPCAT
supports the association of M1.5 elements to M1 elements and
partial validation of a model in M1 with respect to the corre-
sponding model in M1.5. The extension of OPCAT to support
OPM/MAS will enable MAS metamodeling, enforce the link-
age between the MAS metamodel and a MAS model, check the
model compliance with the metamodel, and suggest changes
where the model deviates from the MAS metamodel.

In the future, we also plan to experiment with OPM/MAS in
industrial settings to further establish the benefits of OPM/MAS.
Additionally, we plan to explore OPM/MAS with various inter-
mediate metamodels specifying various types of MAS appli-
cations, and examine whether OPM/MAS can be used with
various agent methodologies, particularly Gaia, Tropos, and
Prometheus. We believe that the ideas embodied in OPM/MAS
can lead to an agreement on a unified modeling notation for the
plethora of agent methodologies.
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An Object-Process-Based Modeling Language
for Multiagent Systems

Arnon Sturm, Member, IEEE, Dov Dori, Senior Member, IEEE, and Onn Shehory

Abstract—While a number of modeling languages for construct-
ing multiagent systems (MASs) have been suggested, none of them
is widely accepted and used. A prominent reason for this is the gap
that exists between agent-oriented modeling languages and the
agent-based system modeling needs, including accessibility, flexi-
bility, and expressiveness. This paper addresses the need for such a
language by proposing object-process methodology (OPM)/MAS,
an agent modeling language (AML) that extends OPM with an in-
termediate metamodel of the MAS domain. Three case studies and
a comparison to contemporary AMLs demonstrate the novelty and
benefits of OPM/MAS.

Index Terms—Agent-based systems, agent-oriented software en-
gineering (AOSE), modeling language, multiagent systems (MASs).

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past decade, researchers and practitioners have
recognized the advantages of applying the agent paradigm

to system development. Yet, the number of deployed commer-
cial agent-based applications is rather small. One of the reasons
for this slow technology transfer is the lack of agreement on what
a modeling language for agent-based applications should look
like [33], [36], [68]. The software engineering (SE) research
community widely agrees that a suitable modeling language is
an essential element of systems development. The language pro-
vides the basis for specifying the desired system. If this language
is not too technical, it can facilitate communication between
system developers and business customers, and provide a ba-
sis for high-quality documentation. Recognizing these benefits,
many MAS1 development methodologies (including methods
and modeling languages) that follow SE principles have been
developed, including ADELFE [4], ADEPT [35], AUML [2],
CAMLE [50], DESIRE [5], FAF [18], Gaia [67], INGENIAS
[30], [45], [46], MAS-CommonKADS [34], MaSE [15]–[17],
[51], MESSAGE [7], Prometheus [65], and TROPOS [6], [8].

Despite the proliferation of MAS modeling languages, none
of them has been widely adopted by the potential user com-
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munity. Studies that examined and compared the properties of
existing modeling languages [3], [32], [52], [58] have suggested
that none of these languages is fully suitable for the development
of MAS. Although these methods are based on solid logical and
agent-oriented foundations, their support for important software
engineering characteristics of modeling languages, notably ac-
cessibility, expressiveness, and flexibility, is not sufficient [52].
Additionally, models generated by existing methods do not ful-
fill the requirements of platforms available for MAS implemen-
tation [63]. These deficiencies have had an adverse effect on
industry acceptance and adoption of agent technology [66].

To gain better understanding of these deficiencies, we hereby
revisit common definitions of the accessibility, expressiveness,
and flexibility properties in the context of SE methodologies.
The accessibility property, also known as ease of encoding,
refers to the ease, or simplicity, of understanding and using
a modeling language [54]. The expressiveness property, also
known as expressive adequacy, refers to the capability of the
modeling language to present system concepts at various ab-
straction levels and with various system aspects, notably struc-
ture, behavior, and interaction [54]. The flexibility property
refers to the ability to change or adjust the modeling language
according to the organization or designer’s needs. Since there
is practically little agreement across methods and languages
on the concepts formalizing MAS, developers using them may
need to specify various sets of these concepts. Hence, method
and language flexibility are needed. Clearly, limited support of
these three properties has an adverse effect on the usability and
acceptance of a software engineering method and a modeling
language associated with it.

Studying the domain of MAS, we are specifically interested
in properties of agent-oriented modeling languages. In this do-
main, accessibility of existing modeling languages is limited, as
these languages are complex, they consist of multiple views, and
lack complexity mechanisms for managing the models. The ex-
pressiveness of these modeling languages is sometimes limited
too, since they focus on fulfilling agent-based systems func-
tions, such as knowledge management, often at the expense of
appropriate catering to other SE needs. In other cases, agent-
modeling languages lack sufficient expressiveness to specify
implementation details. The flexibility of contemporary agent
modeling languages (AMLs) is also limited. In particular, many
of them have rigid metamodels, which cannot be changed by
potential users. As a consequence, users often define their own
methodologies and modeling languages instead of reusing ex-
isting ones [12].

To address the limited support of some SE properties by
MAS modeling languages, one may opt for one of three major

1094-6977/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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approaches: 1) develop a new MAS modeling language that
overcomes the limitations of existing ones, 2) unify existing
methods, or 3) adapt an existing systems modeling language
for MAS. Developing a new MAS modeling language from
scratch requires extensive validation efforts. Unifying existing
methods allows agent-based system designers to construct their
own methodology [3], [11], [12]. Method unification has some
weaknesses, as modeling languages are difficult to integrate
and glue [44]. In view of this, we have followed the path of
adapting an existing general-purpose modeling language to the
specific needs of modeling MAS. By utilizing an existing lan-
guage, one can capitalize on proven advantages of the adopted
language and significantly reduce the effort required for de-
veloping a new language. However, one should bear in mind
that this might introduce some new problems into the modified
language.

Next, we explain the selection of the modeling language
that serves as the basis upon which our new MAS modeling
language is constructed. Current general-purpose MAS mod-
eling languages can be classified by their modeling approach
into two classes: knowledge engineering-oriented languages
and software engineering-oriented languages [33]. Knowl-
edge engineering-oriented languages emphasize the specifica-
tion of knowledge acquisition and reasoning, whereas software
engineering-oriented languages focus on the specification of the
system structure and behavior, taking into consideration aspects
such as reusability and maintenance. Knowledge engineering-
based agent-oriented modeling languages suffer from weak-
nesses in modeling and in supporting reuse. These languages
also exhibit limited accessibility and expressiveness [52]. These
weaknesses suggest that one should not select a knowledge engi-
neering based agent-oriented modeling language as the basis for
developing a general-purpose MAS modeling language, since
with this type of language as a starting point, addressing the
particular software engineering aspects of interest might be too
difficult. In contrast, software engineering agent-oriented mod-
eling languages do provide agent-oriented abstractions using
object-oriented concepts, which support the notions of model-
ing and reuse.

Initial attempts at building agent-oriented languages based
on object-oriented concepts have indeed considered an exist-
ing object-oriented language—the unified modeling language
(UML) [43]. Apparently, UML is a leading candidate for be-
coming a basis for an MAS development modeling language.
While UML has been adopted as a basis for AUML [2], it com-
bines a rather large number of diagram types [53], introducing
a high level of complexity. As a result, using it as a basis for an
MAS modeling language would leave some of the aforemen-
tioned problems unresolved. Moreover, as discussed in [29], the
consistency and integrity of UML are questionable. Whereas
AUML enhances the expressiveness of UML for specifying
MAS, it does not address the accessibility aspect, namely the
ease of constructing models and understanding existing ones.2

2One may claim the UML has become the standard de facto modeling lan-
guage. However, the main use of UML is attributed to the use of its class
diagram [19].

There are other suggestions for MAS specification languages,
such as by Whitestein Technologies [9] and CAMLE [50]. How-
ever, due to similar reasons, these languages exhibit limitations
that are not unlike those introduced by AUML. For example,
while CAMLE, which consists of multiple views, provides for
consistency checking, it suffers from problems similar to those
of UML and its variants.

With these limitations in mind, we have examined object-
process methodology (OPM) [20] as a basis for an alternative
MAS modeling language. OPM is an integrated approach to
the study and development of software systems and systems in
general. Using a single graphical model and a corresponding,
automatically generated textual specification, OPM unifies the
system’s function, structure, and behavior within one frame of
reference that is expressed both diagrammatically and by a sub-
set of English. A features-based evaluation of OPM [56] has
shown that OPM is well suited for developing MAS applica-
tions. At least with respect to accessibility and expressiveness,
which are the two major aspects the proposed modeling lan-
guage aims to address, using OPM has gained better results
than using the object-oriented paradigm [47], [49]. Another im-
portant feature of OPM is that it treats processes and objects on
equal footing, eliminating the object-oriented supremacy of ob-
jects over processes. This is an essential requirement in the area
of agent-based systems, as agents are behavioral entities. We
do not claim that OPM is superior to UML. Rather, we present
it as an alternative due to its novel notion of weaving the sys-
tem structure and behavior. This combination has been proven
experimentally to be helpful in constructing and understanding
system specification [47].

Compared with object-oriented approaches, OPM is highly
usable. However, due to its generic nature, expressing building
blocks of a specific domain, such as MAS, may prove to be te-
dious. Additionally, such specifications may be inconsistent over
time or across different developing communities. To overcome
these limitations, this paper extends OPM by adding an inter-
mediate layer, in which semantics is clearly defined in terms
of guidelines and constraints, allowing for MAS components
to follow common modeling practices. This extension, called
OPM/MAS, comprises a set of predefined building blocks that
capitalize on the conciseness and expressiveness of OPM [59].
This paper presents OPM/MAS, demonstrates its application,
and evaluates it.

The major advantage of OPM/MAS is its semiformal yet intu-
itive single model approach. Expressed in graphic and equivalent
natural language text, OPM/MAS overcomes accessibility and
expressiveness limitations that characterize other MAS model-
ing languages, as we demonstrate in the sequel. The layered
approach presented in this paper enables users to define their
own building blocks. This is akin to changing the metamodel
in a seamless manner, which increases the modeling language
flexibility.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, a set of MAS building blocks that enable the specification
of agent-based system is introduced and defined. Section III
presents OPM, and Section IV describes the MAS extension
of OPM. Section V demonstrates the use of OPM/MAS for
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specifying three MASs, representing various aspects of MAS.
In Section VI, we evaluate the proposed modeling language, and
Section VII summarizes and concludes this work.

II. MAS BUILDING BLOCKS

Although the research field of agent-oriented software engi-
neering (AOSE) has been active for well over a decade, there
is no definition of or agreement on the set of standard ele-
ments within a language that are essential for constructing MAS.
Early attempts to construct a unified metamodel for agent-
oriented systems that relies upon building blocks [11] were
made by groups within FIPA [26] via the Methodology Tech-
nical Committee and Modeling Technical Committee, and by
AgentLink [1] via the AOSE Technical Forum Group. The ob-
jectives in both cases were to establish a standard set of building
blocks that would enhance coherence among agent-based sys-
tems and foster cross fertilization among agent-based systems
developers and researchers.

The set of MAS building blocks presented in this paper is
one of several possible building blocks sets. It reflects insights
from agent systems, methodologies, and architectures. This is a
set of building blocks that are designed for the construction of
general-purpose MASs, but they are not intended to cover all
the aspects of agent-based system. The MAS building blocks
are listed in the following along with their definitions. In many
cases, the definition relies on prior definitions accepted in the
MAS domain.

1) Object: A data container [41].
2) Agent: A computer program that is capable of performing

a set of tasks and providing a set of services. Specifically,
an agent can accept tasks, figure out which actions to
execute in order to perform these tasks, and perform these
actions without supervision [40].

3) Environment: The (logical) world in which agents operate
[27].

4) Message: A means of exchanging objects between agents,
which refers to the following attributes [25]:

a) communication act: a specification of the perfor-
mative of a message;

b) agent name: a specification of the sender or as a
receiver agent.

5) Task: A piece of work to be performed subject to con-
straints, which can be assigned to an agent or performed
by it via a role (defined shortly) [40].

6) Role: An abstract representation, encapsulating a set of
tasks, of an agent’s function or identification within a
group of agents [40].

7) Protocol: An ordered set of messages that together define
the admissible patterns of a particular type of interaction
between agents or roles.

8) Mobilizing: A process for supporting mobility [24], [51],
which includes the following attributes:

a) type: the mobilizing method (migration, cloning, or
invocation);

b) location: the location to which the agent should
migrate;

c) priority: the importance level of the mobilization.
This attribute is useful for prioritizing locations in
case the agent can move to more than one location;

d) result: the outcome of the mobilizing process.
9) Platform: A physical computational node that can execute

(run) an agent.
10) Organization: A group of agents playing various roles and

working together to achieve a common purpose [40].
11) Society: A collection of individual agents and organiza-

tions that collaborate to promote their own interests [36].
12) User: An intelligent being (usually a human) in the envi-

ronment that interacts with one or more agents.
As noted, the aforementioned list is not a complete or ex-

haustive set of the MAS building blocks. Rather, it demonstrates
the ability of the proposed modeling language to model MAS.
However, our comprehensive review has indicated that this set
of building blocks includes the elements that are needed for
practical implementations. This finding is in line with the recent
conclusions of the AOSE Technical Forum Group (AOSE TFG)
with respect to a unified MAS metamodel [12].

III. OBJECT-PROCESS METHODOLOGY

OPM [20] is an integrated approach to the study and de-
velopment of systems in general and software systems in par-
ticular. The basic premise of OPM is that objects and pro-
cesses are two types of equally important classes of things,
which together describe the function, structure, and behavior of
systems in a single framework in virtually any domain. OPM
unifies the system lifecycle stages—specification, design, and
implementation—within one frame of reference, using a single
diagramming tool—a set of object-process diagrams (OPDs)
and a corresponding subset of English, called object-process
language (OPL) that is intelligible to domain experts and non-
technical executives who are usually not familiar with system
modeling languages.

Figs. 1–4 specify the OPM graphical symbols—entities,
structural relations, and procedural links, respectively. In OPM,
an object or a process class can be either systemic (internal) or
environmental (external to the system). In addition, it can be
either physical or informatical (logical). An object class can be
at one of several states, which are possible internal status val-
ues of the class objects. At any point in time, each object is at
some state, and an object is transformed (generated, consumed,
or changes its state) through the occurrence of a process. A
process can affect (change the state of) an environmental or a
physical device, or the state or value of a specific attribute of
an object class (rather than the state of the entire class, as in
object-oriented modeling languages).

Unlike the object-oriented approach, behavior in OPM is not
necessarily encapsulated as an operation (or method) within a
particular object class. Allowing the concept of a stand-alone
process, one can model behavior that involves several object
classes that are enabled and/or are transformed by the process
class. Processes can be connected to the involved object classes
through procedural links, which are classified into three groups:
enabling links, transformation links, and control links. OPM also
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Fig. 1. OPM entities.

supports the definition of multiple scenarios that use the same
entities (processes or stateful objects). This is done by labeling
paths over procedural links, which remove the ambiguity arising
from multiple outgoing/incoming procedural links.

OPM’s built-in refinement/abstraction mechanisms, unfold-
ing/folding and in-zooming/out-zooming, help in managing
system complexity. Unfolding/folding is applied by default
to objects for detailing/hiding their structural components
(parts, specializations, features, or instances). In-zooming/out-
zooming is applied by default to processes for exposing/hiding
their subprocess components and details of the process execu-
tion. The time line inside an in-zoomed process is from top to
bottom, therefore, the execution order of the subprocesses within
an in-zoomed process is determined by their top to bottom order
of their graphical layout position. A third scaling mechanism,
state expression/suppression, provides for showing or hiding the
states of an object class. These OPM’s scaling mechanisms fa-
cilitate managing the complexity of a system model by focusing
on a particular subset of things (objects and/or processes), elab-
orating on the details of each entity by refining it to any desired
level of detail while keeping track of the “big picture.”

The ability to use a single OPM model for specifying the
important system aspects—function, structure, and behavior—
prevents compatibility and integration problems among differ-
ent diagram types by avoiding the model multiplicity prob-
lem [37], [47]. In summary, the OPM framework expressed
visually by the OPD set and textually by the equivalent OPL
paragraph set, provides the ability to grasp the entire system
by its various stakeholders through the visual language, which
is useful primarily for system architects and developers, and
corresponding to textual language, which is useful for domain

Fig. 2. Structural links and complexity management.

experts. Following this idea, for the sake of clarity, in this paper,
the OPM specification is presented using both presentations—
OPD and OPL. A comprehensive specification of OPM is pro-
vided in [20] and [48].

The OPD set is a scheme of the entire system or application,
where each object and process represents a class rather than
an instance. In case there is a need to refer to instances, OPM
provides a special notation, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Enabling and transforming procedural links.

IV. OPM/MAS: AN MAS EXTENSION OF OPM

As discussed earlier, our extension of OPM has been devel-
oped to overcome limitations of current agent-oriented modeling
languages, in particular the flexibility aspect. OPM was elected
as the basis for OPM/MAS because of its recognized expres-
siveness and accessibility [47]. Since OPM is a general-purpose
modeling language, using exclusively its low-level core symbol
set may be too tedious for modeling a domain-specific applica-
tion, such as MAS. This is so because any specific domain, with
MAS being no exception, uses specialized concepts and build-
ing blocks that are at a higher level of abstraction than stateful
objects and processes, the basic OPM entities.

Following the idea of metamodel layers, such as the meta
object facility (MOF) [42], OPM/MAS is defined over the fol-
lowing four layers: 1) M2: the metamodel, which is OPM in
its generic vanilla form; 2) M1.5: the intermediate metamodel,
which describes the specific building blocks within the MAS
domain using OPM; 3) M1: the model, which follows the rules
specified within the metamodels (from M1.5 and M2); and
4) M0: the application, which is an implementation of the M1
model. The architecture of OPM/MAS is somewhat different
than the “classical” metamodel approach, as it does not use
different levels of abstraction among M1, M1.5, and M2 lay-
ers. Specifically, in OPM/MAS, elements from M2 and M1.5
may appear in M1. This provides for keeping the modeling task

Fig. 4. Event, condition, and invocation procedural links.

similar across the intermediate metamodel layer and the model
layer. We anticipate users of OPM/MAS to operate at both lay-
ers. M1.5 will be used to define the required agent notions,
building blocks, notations, and the relationships among them,
while M1 will serve to model the system using the elements de-
fined in M1.5 (and in M2, especially the relationships specified
in OPM). Similarity in modeling across the layers reduces the
“impedance mismatch,” which arises from ambiguous, poorly
defined translations between the two levels of abstraction [23].
In particular, OPM/MAS utilizes the layers M2 and M1.5 as
guidelines for developing an MAS and for validating the appli-
cation model in layer M1. The constraints defined within these
two layers can be enforced on a specification at the M1 layer.
In particular, OPM/MAS aims at modeling the MAS domain
as a regular OPM application. As we use the same modeling
language for both the domain and the application models, no
mental transformation is required while moving between the
intermediate metamodel and the application model. This paper
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focuses on modeling within the M1.5 and M1 layers and on how
to traverse them.

The OPM support for a multilayered approach is enabled
by two additional properties with which the OPM metamodel
was extended: a multiplicity indicator and a classifier, which
are similar to stereotypes in UML. The multiplicity indicator,
defined and used within the M1.5 layer, states the number of
elements that can appear within an application model. The clas-
sifier of a thing states the function of the OPM element. The
classifier is used within the M1 layer in the application model,
associating application elements with their corresponding agent-
based system model elements, which appear in the M1.5 layer.
The multiplicity indicator and classifier properties are attached
to the thing (object or process) class within the OPM meta-
model [48]. The model residing in the intermediate metamodel
layer (M1.5) describes the abstract syntax of the MAS model.
It also describes the semantics of the MAS modeling language
inheriting the OPM semantics, such as the execution order of
processes.

Based on the clear distinction of OPM between objects and
processes, which complement each other in modeling any sys-
tem, the set of MAS building blocks and their attributes, pre-
sented in Section II, was divided into two groups. The first
group contains structural, declarative building blocks and at-
tributes, whereas the second group contains building blocks and
characteristics with behavioral, dynamic nature. The building
blocks in the first group are modeled as OPM objects. These
include organization, society, platform, role, user, protocol, en-
vironment, message, agent name, communication act, mobility
type, mobility location, mobility priority, and mobility result.
The building blocks in the second, behavioral, dynamic group,
which include agent, task, messaging, and mobilizing, are mod-
eled as OPM processes. Transformation of objects can be carried
out by agents, tasks, messaging, or mobilizing. Therefore, the
latter are classified as OPM processes. As noted, the model
elements in both M1.5 and M1 layers refer to classes, not to
instances. Note that, we do not imply that the set defined ear-
lier is the ultimate set of building blocks for MAS applications.
Rather, it demonstrates the way according to which we devel-
oped it and the considerations and constraints we have taken in
account, which can be reused as a reasonable mechanism for
specifying such a set.

Having introduced the general architecture of OPM/MAS, we
next describe the intermediate metamodel of OPM/MAS, which
enables specifying the building block to be used in MAS appli-
cations. The OPM/MAS specification employs the OPM mod-
eling language syntax and semantics and the building blocks
defined in Section II. We emphasize that modeling at this inter-
mediate metamodel level should be done by MAS experts, who
are familiar with the MAS infrastructure and technology within
an organization and can map the model elements to implemen-
tation artifacts. The developers of MAS applications can then
use this metamodel for designing and modeling actual MAS
applications.

Fig. 5 is the system diagram (SD)—the top level OPM inter-
mediate metamodel for MAS. This metamodel defines the rela-
tionships between the different MAS building blocks both struc-

Fig. 5. System diagram and the corresponding OPL paragraph of the
OPM/MAS metamodel at the intermediate (M1.5) level.

turally and behaviorally. For example, an Organization consists
of Roles and exhibits Agents. A Society exhibits Organizations
and Agents. Note that the “m” symbol, which appears in each
of the OPM elements, is the multiplicity indicator, indicating
here zero or more. Further explanations, similar to the explana-
tions provided regarding the Organization and Society objects
are provided by the associated OPL script in Fig. 5.

In the OPD in Fig. 6 Agent is in-zoomed and, as in any
OPM model, this is specified both graphically and textually. For
example, an Agent consists of Task, Messaging, and Mobilizing
processes, and it exhibits (optionally many) Objects, Mobility
Locations, Mobility Priorities, Mobility Results, Mobility Types,
Agent Names, and Communication Acts. Note that, the agent
characteristics and parts are not identical in the OPDs of Figs. 5
and 6. This is so because in order to keep each OPD simple, OPM
enables selective refinement of things. For example, in Fig. 5,
the Agent process does not appear to consist of a Messaging
process, while in Fig. 6 it does. The complete specification is
the union of details within the entire OPD set.

The multiplicity indicators that appear on the links (such
as “m” for many) denote the cardinality of the relationships
between the building blocks. A value of the multiplicity on
either side of a link can be one of the following: zero or one
(0. .1), exactly one (the default, no symbol), at least one (1. .m),
many (m), or any user-defined range. For instance, a Task can
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Fig. 6. OPM/MAS intermediate metamodel—agent in-zoomed (M1.5).

Fig. 7. Protocol of the OPD in Fig. 6 unfolded.

interact with many Objects (or none) and an Object can interact
with at least one Task.

Since the notion of a protocol is essential in any agent-based
system, it is elaborated in Fig. 7 as an example of the OPM
model of a MAS building block in layer M1.5. In OPM/MAS,
a protocol is not restricted to some agent or role, but is rather
modeled as an independent part of the MAS. The OPD that
specifies the protocol in Fig. 7 includes the protocol itself (pos-
sibly as part of one or more other protocols, enabling protocol
nesting), message groups (which enable consolidation of sev-
eral messages), and communication acts, which can be related
to each other, as well as to message groups.

Modeling MASs in M1.5 is a design choice. A designer may
choose to model the MAS domain differently based on her per-
spective over the MAS domain and incorporate, for example,

Fig. 8. Fruit market system—system diagram.

the belief, desire, and intention (BDI) notion. This exemplifies a
major advantage of OPM/MAS: it enables flexibility in defining
the basic notions and elements of the MAS domain. The meta-
model at the intermediate M1.5 level presented in Figs. 5–7 will
be followed throughout the paper.

The next layer, M1, is the model layer. Whereas the inter-
mediate metamodel layer M1.5 defines the constructs used in
modeling the MAS domain, the model layer M1 is where a
specific MAS is modeled. That MAS model is restricted by
the rules defined within the OPM metamodel (in the language
layer) and the OPM-based intermediate metamodel of MAS.
The intermediate metamodel (from M1.5), then, serves two re-
lated purposes. One purpose is to define the building blocks or
components of agent-based systems. This enhances the use of
the MAS building blocks and eliminates the need to reinvent
them from scratch for each system. The other purpose of the
intermediate metamodel is to enforce correct usage of the MAS
building blocks and the relationships among them.

The linkage between a thing (object or process) in the meta-
model and its “incarnation” in the model is done via the classifier
property, the name of the thing from the intermediate metamodel
recorded in the upper left corner of the object’s box or process’
ellipse in the model. For example, OrchardBot in Fig. 8 is clas-
sified as an agent.
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V. OPM/MAS MODELING DEMONSTRATED

In this section, we demonstrate the use of OPM/MAS inter-
mediate metamodel within the application models through three
case studies. The first case study—the Fruit Market—concerns
a supply chain process in a merchandise market; it makes use of
the core elements of OPM/MAS and demonstrates the relation-
ship between the MAS intermediate metamodel and the model.
The second case study—the Contractor Market—models a con-
tractors’ network and demonstrates the communication aspects
within a MAS. Finally, the third case study—the Technical Re-
port Searcher—models a report search system and demonstrates
the capabilities of OPM/MAS in modeling mobility aspects.

A. Fruit Market: Linking the Model and Metamodel Levels

The Fruit Market case study exemplifies the use of the MAS
intermediate metamodel and demonstrates the core concepts of
OPM/MAS and the benefit of its single, unified model. The
Fruit Market is a marketplace application whose objective is to
enable the market participants to electronically trade fruits over
a network via agents as part of a supply chain process [10].
The Fruit Market consists of a market manager, an orchard
owner, a fruit producer, and a supermarket chain, all interested in
selling their products at the best possible price using an auction
mechanism.

The specification of the fruit market system is based on the
MAS intermediate metamodel. As noted, the classifiers recorded
at the top-left corner of things (objects or processes) provide the
links between the intermediate metamodel and the application
model. For example, the object Functional Host in Fig. 8 has
the Platform classifier, which means that Functional Host in the
model corresponds to a Platform in the intermediate metamodel,
and therefore, it must follow the rules, expressed as patterns of
links, determined for Platform in the intermediate metamodel
in Fig. 5.

The OPM/MAS model in Fig. 8 demonstrates the dual pur-
pose of the intermediate metamodel. One is the provisioning of
guidelines for how to model an agent-based system and the other
is the validation of the resulting artifacts against the intermediate
metamodel. These guidelines prevent a designer of a new agent-
based application from “reinventing the wheel” and instead use
predefined building blocks from the intermediate metamodel
and relationships among them. Validation is to be carried out
after specifying the system-to-be; the application model can
be validated against the intermediate metamodel. For example,
the Fruit Market organization consists of the Trader, Manager,
and Organizer roles. This is in line with the OPM/MAS in-
termediate metamodel in M1.5, which specifies in Fig. 5 that
Organization consists of at least one Role. Furthermore, the
Fruit Market, classified as Organization, exhibits the agents
OrchardBot, SupplyBot, ShopBot, and Broker. This too con-
forms to the OPM/MAS intermediate metamodel, which speci-
fies that Organization exhibits at least one Agent.

The system architecture is comprised of two hosts, Functional
Host and Technical Host, which are modeled in M1 (see Fig. 8)
as Platform. The metamodel stipulates that Platform optionally
exhibits many Agents. Indeed, the Functional Host, which is a

Fig. 9. Fruit market system—trader role unfolded.

Platform, exhibits three Agents, while the Technical Host, which
is another Platform, exhibits one Agent.

In the OPD in Fig. 9, the Trader Role is unfolded, exposing
four tasks. One of them, the Buying Task, zooms into three lower-
level tasks: Waiting, Needs Analyzing, and Bidding. As in any
OPD, the execution order of these three tasks is determined by
their position along the vertical axis, with time flowing from top
to bottom. Hence Waiting is executed first, followed by Needs
Analyzing, and finally by Bidding. In this case, a new instance
of the Buying Task is triggered in case Buying Need results with
the state of nonexistent. This is specified using the event link
of OPM, which can be used to specify iterations. An example
of iteration is presented in Section V-C within the Technical
Report Searcher case study (see e.g., Fig. 15).

B. Contractor Market: Modeling Communication Aspects

The Contractor Market is aimed at providing a framework for
creating subcontracting relationships. Contractors can search
for subcontractors that can perform specific tasks and make
their choices based on financial considerations. This case study
emphasizes modeling of communication aspects within an
MAS. The first step in modeling of communication aspects in
OPM/MAS is to specify the protocols, which determine com-
munication patterns.

The protocol model used here is FIPA’s Contract Net proto-
col [28]. The OPM/MAS model in Fig. 10 presents the order
of the message types, as determined by their vertical positions
and their dependencies: Call for Proposals (CFP) Communica-
tion Act, Proposal Message Group, Decision Message Group,
and Acknowledge Message Group. The dashed line within each
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Fig. 10. OPM/MAS model of the contract net protocol.

message group indicates a XOR relationship (of OPM) between
the communication acts in that message group, implying that
exactly one type of communication act can participate in an
instance of the protocol. The unidirectional structural relations
tagged follows between the Decision Message Group and the
Propose Communication Act and between the Acknowledge
Message Group and the Accept-Proposal Communication Act
indicate the dependencies within the protocol. For example, a
message from the Decision Message Group can participate in
an instance of the protocol only if it follows the Propose Com-
munication Act. In the case of Refuse Communication Act and
Reject-Proposal Communication Act, the protocol specifies that
the communication ends.

Modeling the protocol is the first stage in specifying the sys-
tem’s communication. In the next stage, a designer should fur-
ther weave the protocol into the agent behavioral specification.
As the intermediate OPM/MAS metamodel suggests, the mes-
sages are part of the system flow. Hence, when a (receive or
send) message is required, a messaging process is added to the
flow of the agent or the task.

Fig. 11 depicts the system diagram (top-level OPD) of the
Electronic Market—an MAS-based electronic market, which
manages interactions among contractors. Upon receiving a task
specification, a contractor looks for the appropriate agents and

Fig. 11. Electronic market multiagent system—system diagram.

sends them a CFP using FIPA’s Contract Net protocol depicted
in Fig. 10.

The system consists of three agents: Contractor, Provider,
and Market Manager, each residing on a different plat-
form. The Contractor and the Provider communicate via the
ContractNet Protocol, as indicated by the instrument links be-
tween ContractNet Protocol and each one of these two agents.

In Fig. 12, the Contractor Agent is in-zoomed, showing its
tasks as sub processes. These start with the Specification Task,
followed by messaging processes aimed at searching for possi-
ble subcontractors. Then, the Analysis Task, which is elaborated
in Fig. 13, takes place. Here, a specific agent is selected and
then the ContractNet protocol takes place, as specified in the
OPD of Fig. 10. Specifying the communication aspects within
the agent, each messaging process may be associated with an
incoming/outgoing message, a communication act, or a proto-
col. A protocol associated with a messaging process indicates
that the message must follow the protocol rules, i.e., the order
of messages that the protocol specifies.

In this case study, the same model is used for specifying the
protocols and other system aspects. The way according to which
the protocol is integrated into the system specification via the
messaging process is also demonstrated. This model enables
the designer to formally specify the communication aspects. As
in the previous examples, this formality allows the designer to
use the intermediate protocol metamodel for verification of the
correct usage of the protocol within the system model.

In modeling communication aspects, OPM’s expressiveness
is of the same strength as other modeling languages in terms
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Fig. 12. Contractor agent in-zoomed.

Fig. 13. Analysis task in-zoomed.

of message definition and protocol specification, However, the
way protocols are defined in OPM/MAS enables its use in vari-
ous agent–role combinations without the need to redefine them,
allowing for reusability, which is a problematic issue in most
MAS modeling languages. The single-view model also enables
weaving the protocol messages into the entire system specifica-
tion, providing for analysis of the agent behavior, a capability
that is limited or nonexistent in other MAS modeling languages.
OPM/MAS also provides a validation algorithm, which checks
whether the specification of the messages within the agent func-
tionality follows the relevant associated protocol. This issue
is not handled by other MAS modeling languages [57]. How-
ever, the definition of protocols might suffer from accessibil-
ity problems, especially when compared to similar definitions
performed using the AUML interaction diagram. That is, in
OPM/MAS it might be difficult to understand the message flow
of a specific interaction, as it focuses on the single agent’s be-
havior and not on the interaction.

C. Technical Report Searcher: Modeling Agent Mobility

As a final example, an application of OPM/MAS for modeling
mobile agents and distributed information retrieval via the tech-
nical report (TR) searcher case study [31] is presented. In this
case study, technical reports are distributed across several ma-
chines, each executing a stationary information retrieval agent.
When these agents are executed, they register with a virtual yel-
low pages agent. In search for technical reports, a client agent
queries the yellow pages agent for the location of the stationary
information retrieval agents. It then sends its “child” agents to
these locations. These child agents interact with the stationary
agents, which in turn reply to the child agents with the search
results. In addition, the client agent checks the network quality
and determines whether it requires migrating to a proxy site in
order to communicate with the machines hosting the stationary
agents. Fig. 14 presents the system diagram of the Technical Re-
port Searcher system. It consists of four platform types: Client
Platform, which hosts the TR Searching Agent; Administrator
Platform, which hosts the Yellow Pages Agent; the Information
Resource Platform, which hosts the Stationary Information Re-
trieval (IR) Agents; and the Proxy Platform, which is capable of
hosting the TR Searching Agent in the case of faulty communica-
tion between the Client Platform and the Information Resource
Platform. The OPD in Fig. 14 also describes the communication
paths, which are the logical routes among the agents, and the
messages.

In Fig. 15, the TR Searching Agent is in-zoomed. The agent
is activated by the Client User, as shown by the agent link from
the object Client User (a human) to the process TR Searching
Agent. The TR Searching Agent performs its tasks sequentially,
as determined by the vertical order within the OPD. The Query-
ing Task accepts the user’s input and yields a Query object.
The Administrating Task follows the Querying Task and yields
an object indicating whether mobility is required and an ob-
ject representing the required Agent Location. If mobility is
required, the Proxy Mobilizing process occurs and causes the
TR Searching Agent to migrate to the Proxy Platform. If the
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Fig. 14. Technical report searching system—system diagram.

Proxy Mobilizing process fails, then it is triggered again. This is
indicated by the “e,” for “event,” attached to the arrowhead of
the link connecting the failure state within the Mobility Result
object and the Proxy Mobilizing process. When the mobility
result is a success (or if it was not required in the first place), the
Searching Task is performed, followed by the Results Receiving
Task.

In Fig. 16, the Searching Task from the OPD of Fig. 15
is specified. It begins with the Agent Location Mapping Task,
which determines Mobility Location, in which the Child Agent
has to be invoked. This task is followed by launching the Child
Agent in the appropriate platform. In case the invocation fails,
the agent iteratively tries to relaunch the Child Agent until it
succeeds. When the Child Agent is running, the TR Searching
Agent sends a Request Query Message and waits for a reply.
Upon receiving the query results, Result Query Message, the
results received from its child agents contained in the message
are merged to obtain the Results Set, which the Client User
ultimately receives (see Fig. 15).

This case study demonstrates the use of OPM/MAS for spec-
ifying mobile agents and how agent migration and invocation
is modeled within the agent activity. Further discussion on the
OPM/MAS support for mobility aspects appears in [62].

VI. EVALUATING OPM/MAS

We have evaluated OPM/MAS using a variety of software
engineering evaluation methods. These include a feature anal-
ysis, a survey, an independent evaluation framework, and an
empirical comparison. In this section, we briefly present these

Fig. 15. Technical report searching system—TR searching agent in-zoomed.

evaluations and discuss them. The details of each evaluation
appear in other publications, as cited in the following.

A. Feature-Based Analysis

The feature-based analysis, we conducted, is based on an
evaluation framework we developed [58]. The framework ex-
amines aspects concerning the concepts and properties of the
method, the notation and modeling techniques provided by the
method, the development process supported by the method, and
the method pragmatics. Among other criteria, this framework in-
cludes accessibility and expressiveness. The feature-based anal-
ysis of OPM/MAS has established that OPM/MAS exhibits de-
sired traits expected from a “good” MAS modeling language.
OPM/MAS was found deficient with respect to the develop-
ment process, as it does not refer to the various stages within
it. However, this is a methodology aspect, not a language one.
Elaboration of that analysis can be found in [56] and [60].
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Fig. 16. Technical report searching system—searching task in-zoomed.

B. Survey

We have checked the level of understanding of various agent-
oriented methods by novices. Specifically, we surveyed their
rankings of properties, in particular agent-based system char-
acterization and software engineering properties of these meth-
ods. The survey was conducted as part of an AOSE course in
which students learned the notion of agent-based systems in
general and AOSE aspects in particular. OPM/MAS was one of
the methods that were evaluated. The responses indicated that
OPM/MAS supports agent-based system characterization to a
satisfactory level and that it supports software engineering prop-
erties to a good level. OPM/MAS ranked higher than, GAIA,
MaSE, and Tropos, which were also evaluated in that study.
However, the same study also evaluated OPM/MAS low in ad-
dressing communication aspects. Further details can be found
in [56].

C. Evaluation with an External Framework

We evaluated OPM/MAS with an objective evaluation frame-
work, described in [13], which examines five categories: 1) the
development process, 2) the models, 3) the supported concepts,
4) additional modeling features, and 5) the methodology doc-
umentation. We found that OPM/MAS addresses well most of
the framework criteria, but its documentation is insufficient with
respect to the development process. Yet, as OPM/MAS is based
on OPM, its underlying notation and semantics are described in
great detail and precision in [20]. Using this framework to com-
pare OPM/MAS with the aforementioned methodologies [14],
we found that OPM/MAS achieved better results. Further details
of this analysis can be found in [56].

D. Empirical Evaluation

To gain a quantitative empirical evaluation of OPM/MAS, we
conducted a controlled experiment that compared MaSE with
OPM/MAS. The experiment, which examined the comprehen-
sion and construction of models using these two methods, took
place as part of an examination in an agent-oriented software
engineering course. The students achieved similar results when
using both methods. Yet, some statistically significant differ-
ences were discovered. Specifically, OPM/MAS was found to
be more helpful than MaSE in understanding the entire system
and in specifying interactions with the environment. Details of
that study can be found in [61].

E. Additional Comparison

While various properties of modeling languages for MAS
were evaluated using the aforementioned tools, flexibility, which
is a major capability of OPM/MAS, did not receive adequate
attention. For the sake of comparing flexibility, we selected
a representative set of MAS modeling languages to be com-
pared with OPM/MAS, which included Gaia, MaSE, AUML,
and Prometheus. Three reasons accounted for selecting these
modeling languages: 1) they all originated from the software
engineering domain, 2) they are aimed at specifying general-
purpose agent-based systems, and 3) they cover the major mod-
eling terminology, notions, and notations within the area of
agent-oriented modeling languages. Other methodologies and
modeling languages adopt modeling aspects from these lan-
guages or deal with specific aspects of MAS.

AUML, Gaia, Prometheus, and MaSE lack with respect to
flexibility, as they each have their own rigid metamodel and
do not allow users to change it. Although, any metamodel can
be changed, these representative languages do not refer to such
change, as their entire development process relies on their fixed,
unchangeable metamodels. In OPM/MAS, an expert user can
change the intermediate level metamodel in order to incorporate
new agent-oriented building blocks or modify existing ones to
provide for a particular agent-oriented abstraction or usage. This
provides the modeler with the flexibility of tailoring an agent-
oriented modeling language while maintaining the formal base
definitions.
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With respect to flexibility, OPM/MAS is similar to
INGENIAS [30], [45], [46] in its metamodeling-based ap-
proach. The latter leverages on Message/UML [7] and adds
a process layer on top of the various metamodels to enable
their synchronization. Indeed INGENIAS provides rich means
for modeling MAS applications, yet it suffers from the model
multiplicity problem, as it uses several views. Although, the
developers of INGENIAS state that their metamodels can be
changed, they do not elaborate on this issue in their publica-
tions. In OPM/MAS, the metamodel can be changed within the
M1.5 layer. In INGENIAS, the metamodel is specified using
GOPRR [38] while the modeling is done using different nota-
tions. In OPM/MAS, the intermediate metamodel and the model
use the same OPM-based notation. Using the same language for
the metamodel and the model layers reduces the mental transfor-
mation efforts that users are required to exercise, increasing the
likelihood that the language will be usable and adopted by users.

Indeed, other modeling language types, including those for
modeling electronic institutions or BDIs, might be suitable for
various cases. For example, electronic institutions are suitable
when the organization aspect should be specified and elaborated.
The work of Islander [22] can be used for modeling systems
such as the market case studies presented in this paper. The BDI
notion has also been used in MASs for representing knowledge
and reasoning capabilities [39]. OPM/MAS can also be adapted
for that purpose. However, in this paper, we refer to the general
notion of MAS modeling language.

OPM/MAS has been successfully applied to specify a large-
scale MAS, including a personal itinerary planning system
whose goal was to assist a traveler in organizing her travel plans
and activities, and the Guardian Angel system, whose goal was
to improve the quality of healthcare services.3

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents OPM/MAS—an alternative modeling
language for MASs. The novelty of this MAS modeling lan-
guage is partially due to its three-layered approach. The three
layers are the base modeling language layer (which is OPM),
the intermediate metamodel layer, which defines the building
blocks of MAS and their semantics, and the model layer, in
which actual MAS are developed based on the two other layers.

In this paper, a set of core MAS concepts serves as a basis for
the intermediate metamodel level. As we have demonstrated,
this model can specify a wide range of MAS applications. Be-
cause of its OPM foundations, OPM/MAS exhibits enhanced
expressiveness and accessibility capabilities, which in turn fa-
cilitate its learning and usage. The three-layer approach pro-
vides OPM/MAS with the desired flexibility attribute, which is
achieved by supporting the ability to introduce changes into the
intermediate metamodel, while keeping the same base modeling
language.

While maintaining its flexibility, the current OPM/MAS spec-
ification, including the intermediate metamodel layer, addresses
many desirable aspects of MAS applications. However, it is

3The specification of the Guardian Angel system appears in [55].

cumbersome with respect to the communication view of an
MAS. This issue can be resolved in various ways. The first
is to use the views capability of OPM and its straightforward
implementation in OPCAT [21], the OPM integrated systems
engineering environment, in order to filter out elements that are
not directly related to the communication aspect, thus resulting
in a message flow specification that was obscured or not apparent
when the communication elements were integrated within the
system’s functional specification. The second solution (which
does not preclude the first one) involves taking advantage of the
simulation capability of OPM to track the message flow within
the modeled MAS. The third option of tackling limitations re-
lated to modeling the MAS communication aspects is to modify
the intermediate metamodel to better support this aspect. This
way, one can also support other combinations of MAS building
blocks, such as those required for BDI.

OPM/MAS, which follows the model-driven approach, has
been enhanced by transformation rules to JADE [64], providing
for OPM/MAS model continuity [56], so OPM/MAS models
can be further used for the implementation phase. We plan to
continuously evaluate OPM/MAS and augment OPCAT with
additional features to support OPM/MAS. At this stage, OPCAT
supports the association of M1.5 elements to M1 elements and
partial validation of a model in M1 with respect to the corre-
sponding model in M1.5. The extension of OPCAT to support
OPM/MAS will enable MAS metamodeling, enforce the link-
age between the MAS metamodel and a MAS model, check the
model compliance with the metamodel, and suggest changes
where the model deviates from the MAS metamodel.

In the future, we also plan to experiment with OPM/MAS in
industrial settings to further establish the benefits of OPM/MAS.
Additionally, we plan to explore OPM/MAS with various inter-
mediate metamodels specifying various types of MAS appli-
cations, and examine whether OPM/MAS can be used with
various agent methodologies, particularly Gaia, Tropos, and
Prometheus. We believe that the ideas embodied in OPM/MAS
can lead to an agreement on a unified modeling notation for the
plethora of agent methodologies.
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